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La neurosis de guerra (en alemán, Kriegsneurose; en inglés, war neurosis o shell shock; [1] en francés, obsede o névrose de guerre) [2] es un término acuñado en la Primera Guerra Mundial utilizado para describir el trastorno por estrés posttraumático que afectó a muchos soldados durante la guerra, antes de que se descubriera dicha patología.

Apr 02, 2019 · Read Part 2: How Trauma-Informed Care Changes Victims to Survivors Most Americans are familiar with the concept of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as a condition affecting veterans or those exposed to terrible violence. In fact, PTSD has grown out of conditions informally referred to as “war neurosis” or “shell shock.”

railway spine, shell shock) and others on the psyche (e.g., nostalgia, traumatic neurosis). From a theoretical perspective different explanatory models for these various syndromes have been derived from: psycho analytic theory, Pavlovian fear conditioning models, Mowrer’s two factor theory, Selye’s theories of stress
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In WWI, the psychological distress of soldiers was attributed to concussions caused by the impact of shells; this impact was believed to disrupt the brain and cause “shell shock” (Bentley, 2005). Shell shock was characterized by “the dazed, disoriented state many soldiers experienced during combat or shortly thereafter” (Scott, 1990, p. 296).

“shell shock” and in the Second World War, it was known as “war neurosis.” Many soldiers were labelled as having “combat fatigue” when experiencing symptoms associated with PTSD during combat. In the Vietnam War, this became known as a “combat stress reaction.” Some of these people continued on to develop what became known, in 1980, as
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